Highway district seeks urban renewal funding for Caldwell bridge

BY TORRIE COPE

Caldwell — A one-lane bridge spanning the Boise River in Caldwell is in need of a modern replacement.

To help cover the cost of building a new bridge over the river, Canyon County Highway District No. 4 is turning to the Caldwell Urban Renewal Agency for funding.

The Old Highway 30/ Plymouth Street bridge north of Caldwell has been deemed structurally deficient and can handle current traffic volumes as a single-lane bridge, according to the highway district.

The plan is to build a new bridge next to the existing bridge.
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Reports say Mueller probe now possibly obstruc-
ting investigation.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
special counsel looking
into Russian influence in the
2016 presidential campaign is now examining whether
President Donald Trump fired
FBI Director James Comey as an
act of obstruction.
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in a Senate hearing last
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